
Executive Summary 
Arlington County has all the ingredients for success in the 21st century.   Strategy, vision, plan, 
talent, high tech companies and a digital infrastructure to support innovation.   The County 
needs to make sure the policy environment is primed to leverage these critical ingredients to 
create success – government policies and procedures aligned with the pace of innovation.    
 
Arlington County is on the verge of becoming the epicenter of an artificial intelligence hub that 
rivals Silicon Valley.   The announcement that Amazon will build one of its second headquarters 
in Crystal City presents the Arlington government with a unique opportunity to be a strategic 
digital economic development partner.  The whole region will benefit from the ecosystem 
Amazon will foster.   Amazon will be a magnet for high tech talent, start-ups, service providers, 
venture capitalists and incubators.   Arlington will be a hive of digital activity.      
 
Not unlike the waterways required to run mills in the 1700s and 1800s digital power is a 
significant draw as companies make location decisions.   It is vital for the County Manager and 
the County Board to leverage its digital asset, ConnectArlington, and to create digital zoning 
policies that will serve the common good now and in the future.  
 
The following outlines the strategic, operational and tactical recommendations for 
ConnectArlington as developed by the Broadband Advisory Committee created by the Arlington 
County Manager.  The tactical recommendations highlighted below will provide the foundation for 
the digital vision. It is imperative the County execute these items to leverage ConnectArlington as 
an asset.  
 

 
Strategic 

§ Research and Innovation. Partner with academic, government research agencies and 
entrepreneurs to create a collaborative Innovation Platform that encourages research 
that will distinguish the County.  Create a hub where entrepreneurs receive free or 
subsidized fast, scalable broadband internet access to incent ideas that will contribute to 
the high-tech ecosystem. 

§ Digital Equity. Partner with Arlington corporate citizens (for example, public private 
partnerships and Broadband Service Providers) to ensure all Arlingtonians receive 
access to the internet, an essential component of daily life.  For example, ensure 
Arlington Public School students have access to affordable high-speed internet access 
(scale Arlington Mill pilot project). 

§ Telehealth. Partner with healthcare entities to interconnect hospitals, public health staff 
in the community (the Arlington Free Clinic), Health and Human Services and the Public 
Health nurses assigned to schools for example, self-provisioning, public-private 
partnerships and Broadband Service Providers.    

 
Operational 

§ Create a culture that facilitates technological innovation. Communicate to all staff 
the importance of leveraging the ConnectArlington asset through self-provisioning, 
public-private partnerships and Broadband Service Providers to plant seeds of 
innovation in the County. For example, simplify the licensing agreement to achieve the 



strategic objectives.   Mirror the agreements of other Virginia municipalities with simpler 
licensing/leasing agreements.   
  

§ Create a Research and Innovation Sandbox. A network like ConnectArlington could 
be used as a “sandbox” for innovative research, device testing, and academic 
collaboration. Sandbox participants have significant freedom to iterate and innovate but 
public officials play a gatekeeping role for participation. The County’s role is publicizing 
the sandbox concept to potential users and evaluating applicants’ sandbox proposals. 
ConnectArlington could be used for a number of initiatives, depending on which public 
and private organizations connect to the network: 

o A Smart Cities Corridor allows research and testing of innovative wireless and 
transportation technology, including limited use of street furniture for “smart road” 
device testing. (See Appendix IV “Use ConnectArlington as a ‘Sandbox’ for 
Smart-Road Startups and Companies.”) 

o University, city planning, and transportation researchers could access (de-
identified or protected) data generated by Arlington’s Intelligent Transportation 
System (ITS) and street light network. 

o Enterprise and government users could test high-bandwidth applications with, or 
provide secure database access to, researchers and other institutions on the 
network. Possible applications include videoconferencing, remote classrooms, 
wireless device testing, and augmented and virtual reality testing. 
 

§ Complete Phase II of the Fiber Optic Ring.   11 miles of fiber to complement Phase I 
(creates redundancy and ensures 24/7 service) 

 
Tactical 

§ Use existing laterals. Allow use of existing, excess dark fiber in existing laterals to 
connected buildings (using public and private entities). 
 

§ Build additional laterals. Identify a way to allow Arlington County to build additional 
laterals. 
 

§ Simplify existing Dark Fiber Lease Agreement. Consider ways to modify the existing 
(Dark Fiber Lease Agreement) restrictions (laterals, sub-licensing, etc.) for Broadband 
Service Providers (BSPs) and Internet Service Providers (ISPs). 

 
The capacity and capability of this fiber optic network provides opportunities for Arlington 
County to attract knowledge workers and entrepreneurs who require reliable, secure broadband, 
and fast internet speeds at reasonable cost.   The recent selection of Arlington by Amazon will 
accelerate high tech talent and start-ups that will be part of the artificial intelligence ecosystem.   

Government’s role is to be good stewards of taxpayer money, to provide opportunities for all, 
including the underserved (seniors, economically disadvantaged and homeless).  The digital 
infrastructure enables youth to reach their full potential, senior citizens to lead independent 
lives, entrepreneurs to fuel the economic engine.    

The Connect Arlington digital asset requires elected officials and county employees to remove 
obstacles to encourage academic institutions, government research institutions and maker 
communities to benefit from this asset.   The ConnectArlington fiber is a strategic asset that will 



improve the lives of Arlingtonians as it becomes available and evolves into a vital utility for the 
future.  

The Broadband Advisory Committee believes the nine recommendations outlined above will 
poise the County for economic growth while maintaining a high quality of life for its citizens.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Opportunity abounds with the availability of advanced, high-speed broadband services 
 
The committee proposes that ConnectArlington move forward on three parallel tracks.   The 
County will be able to leverage this digital asset in multiple domains.  Its extensive fiber optic 
network is poised for success for economic development, innovation, digital inclusion, and 
university/research projects.   The multi-billion-dollar government research organizations that 
reside in Arlington, the academic research being conducted, and the future artificial intelligence 
hub created by the presence of Amazon positions Arlington County as one of the Research 
Capitals of the World (at the very least the mid-Atlantic Research Hub). 
 
Three Tracks to unlocking the economic development, “public good”, and other potential 
benefits of the latent dark fiber asset: 
 

1. Entrepreneurial/Economic Development 
a. Focus on enabling and encouraging the leasing of dark fiber to competitive, 

entrepreneurial BSPs and ISPs who would be able to complete the network, and 
provide services to businesses, residences and building owners, universities, 
hospitals, and other entities of Arlington County. 

i. This step is critical to the success of almost all options that follow 
ii. Can incorporate Public Private Partnership to lower risk and ensure 

success 
b. Enable services in already connected buildings 

i. Share broadband readiness as an attractive feature/benefit to the 
buildings with existing lateral connections 



ii. Allow dark fiber lessees to utilize, at no incremental cost, the 12-14 
existing lateral connections to commercial office buildings and the existing 
excess dark fiber available in those laterals, which are already built and 
managed/maintained by the County.  There is zero incremental cost to 
County to do this with potential immediate benefit and very low (no) 
reasonable risk.  

iii. Allow dark fiber lessees to use excess fiber in future laterals to be built by 
the County as well. Again, there is no incremental cost to County to do 
this. 

iv. There are no state or federal laws that prohibit or restrict this, it is strictly 
an economic development and innovation policy decision for the county to 
make.  

c. Consider ways to modify the existing restrictions (use of existing laterals, 
sublicensing of dark fiber, indefeasible rights-of-use “IRUs”, shorter/simpler dark 
fiber lease agreement, more responsive time frames, etc.) 

d. Allow Arlington County to build and maintain additional laterals to commercial 
office buildings and residential MDUs that do not necessarily house county 
offices, staff, or facilities.   

i. County is already building and maintaining laterals for multiple purposes, 
but not to encourage economic development and innovation. 

ii. State and federal laws do not restrict or prohibit lateral construction and 
maintenance by the County. 

iii. The County has built and currently owns and maintains over 13,000 feet 
of fiber on private property. 

iv. Build into economic development agreements that Arlington is flexible on 
building laterals and assisting BSPs to connect. 

v. Work with local BSPs & ISPs. 
e. Establish public private partnerships that are willing to build the laterals and 

provide services 
f. Negotiate a long-term fiber lease agreement focusing on solutions that enhance 

economic development, promote innovation, and foster digital inclusion…  
 

2. University/Research - Leverage ConnectArlington as a “Research Capital” or 
“Higher Education Research Network”  

a. Look at universities as the partner and boost this as a research and innovation 
hub 

i. Universities (Virginia Tech, George Mason University, Marymount 
University, George Washington University, University of Virginia, etc.) 

ii. Defense Advanced Research Programs Agency (DARPA) 
iii. National Science Foundation (NSF) 
iv. Office of Naval Research (ONR) 

 
3. Innovation 

a. Offer a sandbox for furthering innovative research and testing new technologies 
by leveraging ROW, ITS, and ConnectArlington  



i. As an example of a sandbox project, the BAC offers Appendix IV “Use 
ConnectArlington as a ‘Sandbox’ for Smart-Road Startups and 
Companies” 

ii. There may still be a need for a ‘lit services” backhaul/broadband services 
provider 

iii. Creates a platform for innovation 
b. Develop a strategy and governance mechanisms to create an Innovation 

Platform, with university and business partners, to leverage County fiber and 
other physical assets for innovation and economic development 

c. Setup a demonstration project to put the possibilities on display as a draw to 
ConnectArlington  

i. Show Arlington is a high-tech community through establishing a smart 
communities’ corridor for the purposes of demonstrating value 

 
 
 

 

a. Create a test bed or Outdoor Laboratory for the development of new innovations 
that distinguish the County 

b. The Vehicle: The County opens the urban corridors both Underground with 
ConnectArlington and the street light network. Management and governance 
achieved through an agreement with a consortium of universities (Virginia Tech, 
George Mason University, University of Maryland, George Washington 
University).  

c. Create a permission-less platform where Arlington drops the fees for access, the 
terms of use and the application process.  

 

 

 

Background Brief 
 
This Broadband Advisory Committee’s Charter sets forth the expectations, as well as 
challenges and restrictions for the committee to consider. Arlington’s County Manager is asking 
for the Broadband Advisory Committee’s assistance in reviewing and assessing the County’s 
current business model and strategy for encouraging the use of excess dark fiber infrastructure 
as a part of ConnectArlington. To date, the current business model has not been effective in 
reaching ConnectArlington’s potential level of success. Ultimately, the goal is for Arlington 
County to be an enabler of economic growth and development, a platform builder for technology 
innovation, and an infrastructure provider to assist commercial property owners in reducing their 
current high vacancy rates through the creative use of ConnectArlington’s unique middle-mile 
fiber asset.  
 
It is useful to review the initiative that led to the creation of ConnectArlington (CA) and its 
charge. On February 21, 2015, the Arlington County Board adopted “a Policy Statement 



Regarding ConnectArlington as an Economic Development Tool.” The Board went on to say: 
“The County plans to make available to others, through License Agreements, for economic 
development purposes, ‘dark fiber’ that is part of the County’s ConnectArlington network and is 
not currently needed by the County.” The Board’s economic development objectives are laid out 
in this policy statement and clearly established in Exhibit A of the Policy Statement entitled, 
COUNTY BOARD POLICY STATEMENT REGARDING CONNECTARLINGTON AS AN 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT TOOL, which may be found in Appendix II attached to this report. 
 
The Board’s rationale for making this economic development investment is summarized on 
page 4 of the February 21, 2015 County Board Agenda Item: 
 

The licensing of dark fiber to others for economic development purposes is appropriate 
and beneficial to the economic and fiscal sustainability of Arlington County. The fiber will 
provide access to a reliable diverse, secure, fiber network that is critical to Arlington's 
commercial tenant base; it should improve the capacity, redundancy, security, and 
affordability of the overall telecommunications infrastructure, thus creating a strong 
locational competitive advantage to Arlington County. 

 
More than 3 years later, this has not happened. 
 
Purpose of the Committee: 

● Gain an understanding of the existing ConnectArlington business model and challenges 
● Try to understand why the ConnectArlington business model is failing 
● Generate ideas and approaches to increase utilization by addressing the current 

challenges 
● Consider potential business models that would expand interest in Arlington’s dark fiber 
● Provide actionable recommendations aimed at increasing economic development and 

enabling technology innovation in the County 
 
 
 
Broadband Advisory Committee Members   
 The Broadband Advisory Committee members are listed in Appendix III with a brief 
biography of each. The Committee Members represent a cross-section of broadband thought 
leaders, and include individuals from academia, business, think tanks, and associations with 
significant interest in the development of broadband infrastructure and related services in 
municipalities. 
 
Summary of the 3 meetings held: 
 The committee has held 3 meetings, averaging 2 hours each, on February 1, February 
22, and March 6, 2018.  During the 3 meetings, committee members had conversations with 
representatives from the County Manager’s Office, Department of Technology Services, 
Arlington Economic Development, and the County Attorney’s Office.  
  
Current Challenges with ConnectArlington Dark Fiber Licensing 
 Under Virginia law, the County is restricted from offering or providing “lit” fiber optic or 
broadband services (data, voice, or video) to any entity (residence, business, educational, non-



profit, etc.) other than the County itself, (County offices, County facilities, APS, libraries, fire & 
police, intelligent traffic systems, etc.) adjoining municipalities and state agencies. The County 
can only provide “dark fiber” which is purchased by telecommunications carriers (BSPs, ISPs 
and others) or a very limited set of organizations or institutions with a specific need. 
 
 Problems with the CA “network” 

● Nearly all the businesses, residences, commercial property owners, and 
governmental/nonprofit entities in Arlington cannot use dark fiber or unlit fiber.  

○ They can only make use of “lit fiber” provided by a BSP or an ISP.  
○ Potential customers want the services that an advanced fiber-optic network can 

provide, they want better broadband services from more responsive providers 
and competitive choice in their buildings, as well as vendor diversity and 
redundant, survivable access to the internet/cloud/services.    

● As configured and offered the CA network is essentially “dark fiber to nowhere” 
○ The middle-mile dark fiber has no “1st mile” and no “last mile” (i.e., it only exists 

in the public and private right-of-way and does not connect to any serviceable 
buildings, customers, facilities, other networks/the “Internet”, data centers, etc.) 

○ So only BSPs and ISPs with a strong vision and potentially help from the County 
can make use of CA’s incomplete dark fiber network. 

  
 The Solution: 

● The dark fiber needs one or more BSPs/ISPs to give businesses and consumers the 
services they desire from a sophisticated, highly reliable, lit fiber-optic network.   

○ This requires technologically advanced, expensive fiber optic transmission 
equipment which needs to be installed, maintained, and operated by highly 
skilled professionals.  

● To be useful, the network must be complete. Middle-mile is not enough. 
○ First-mile and last-mile are needed 
○ BSP/ISP can provide first mile (i.e., connections to the larger internet and data 

centers, etc.) if the economic incentives are in place 
○ Economic incentives might include  

■ Quick use of existing laterals 
■ Last-mile/lateral grants for new laterals 
■ County construction of new laterals  
■ Easy building entry ordinances (no anti-competitive agreements between 

incumbent cable/telephone companies and building owners/developers) 
 

The problem with the CA business model: 
● “Build it and they will come” does not always work.   

○ Part of the network was built, but not enough to bring the “players” to the game 
○ CA needs BSPs and/or ISPs to turn the dark fiber into an economic 

development, innovation and digital inclusion tool. 
● CA started by looking for interested business customers and building owners - that did 

not work - and CA realized they need BSPs as their primary customers 
● The search for potential BSPs has not yet been successful 

○ Until recently (in conjunction with the digital inclusion initiative one interested 
BSP has been identified).   



○ The total costs (time and money) of using the dark fiber to serve business and 
residential customers are very challenging to overcome for any prospective dark 
fiber licensee. 

● CA does not appear to treat new locally-based broadband service providers as an 
economic development project, but simply a ConnectArlington customer. 

● The existing dark fiber license agreement stands as a huge barrier to entry  
○ No BSP or ISP will sign in its current form, and not one has yet signed  
○ Agreement is one-sided, not reciprocal 
○ Agreement is cast as a temporary license not a permanent business lease (See 

Section 18.3 of County License Agreement) 
○ E.g. a BSP cannot offer a customer a 3-year or 5-year contract when the County 

may cancel at any time, with only 12 months (or less) notice (See Section 18.3 of 
current County Dark Fiber License Agreement) 

 
 The Solution: 

● Improve the Strategy. 
● Roll out the red carpet for BSPs that can provide the services that are in demand.  

○ AED should be courting BSPs with incentives 
○ CA should be courting BSPs with incentives 

● Treat new broadband service providers as an economic development project 
○ The CA fiber needs BSPs to light it and provide needed services  
○ BSPs are the key to developing and unleashing the potential of the County’s fiber 

asset. 
● Anything the County can do to lower the startup costs (in time and money) and 

risks/uncertainty for new service providers will result in multiple benefits for CA, the 
County government, and most importantly its citizens and businesses. 

● The dark fiber lease agreement must be raised to the level of commercial contracts 
○ 10-year and 20-year leases or IRUs that allow BSPs to build a predictable 

business by offering and signing multi-year contracts are needed. 
○ The existing agreement must be made service provider friendly and designed 

based on the concept of “permission-less innovation”.  
○ Fix the “poison pills” and “contract traps” that have been built into the current 

license agreement. No BSP has signed it for good reason. 
○ It should be simplified, written in plain English, and significantly shortened. 
○ It should be responsive to BSP needs in terms of: 

■ timeliness of County activity and responses,  
■ access to relevant information,  
■ quality of the dark fiber network and fiber splicing 
■ maintenance and restoration activities   
■ provision of adequate remedies, other than contract termination, when 

problems or issues are encountered 
■ escalation procedures and high-level champion(s) within County 

government to help resolve issues quickly and reasonably when they 
arise 

● Develop a special agreement for research and innovation use of fiber and other physical 
assets, with coordination through a committee with representatives from County 
government, academic institutions, the business community, and citizens. 



 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix I 
Arlington County Manager’s Broadband Advisory Committee 

Interim Recommendations 
 

 
Summary 
 
Committee members were sent a survey to evaluate the recommendations that they had 
developed throughout the committee meetings. The recommendations were evaluated on the 
following factors: 

• Overall ranking 
• Return on investment (ROI) 
• Achievability 
• Time to complete 

 
The results of the survey were weighted and scored to present the final ranking of 
recommendations below. 
 
Additionally, the survey asked the committee to determine what role government should play with 
respect to ConnectArlington. The survey results show that 100% of the committee said that the 
government should play the role of an “entrepreneurial enabler” and 63% said that government 
should play the role of an “infrastructure provider.” 
 
Result Rankings 
 

1. Allow use of existing, excess dark fiber in existing laterals to connected buildings 
 

2. Identify a way to allow Arlington County to build laterals 
 

3. Consider ways to modify the existing restrictions (laterals, sub-licensing, etc.) 
 

4. Consider focusing on licensing dark fiber to entrepreneurial ISPs and broadband service 
providers who can “light” and build on the dark fiber and provide services to tenants, 
building owners, and residents 

 
5. Offer a sandbox for furthering innovative research and testing new technologies by 

a. leveraging ROW, ITS, and ConnectArlington 
 



6. Establish public private partnerships that are willing to build the laterals and provide 
a. services 

 
7. Partner with local universities to leverage ConnectArlington as a “Research Capital” or 

a. “Higher Education Research Network” 
 

8. Setup a demonstration project to put the possibilities on display as a draw to 
a. ConnectArlington 

 
9. Select the amount of fiber needed to retain and reserve to achieve County goals, then 

a. release the rest to let private industry utilize and leverage, having a 3rd party 
serve as 

b. the in-between in getting the services that people need out to them on the fiber
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Appendix III - Committee Members 
 

Jonathan S. Adelstein, President & Chief Executive Officer, WIA- Wireless Infrastructure 
Association, Arlington County resident 
 

Jonathan S. Adelstein is the President & Chief 
Executive Officer of WIA–The Wireless Infrastructure 
Association.  WIA represents over 200 companies 
devoted to building wireless broadband facilities that 
connect every corner of America.  Since he became 
President in 2012, over 100 new members have joined 
the association, the annual wireless infrastructure 
show has broken participation records, a new 
association was formed in Europe, and a new 
nationwide training initiative and WIA PAC were 
launched. Mr. Adelstein served as Commissioner of 

the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) from 2002 to 2009, for which he was twice 
nominated by President George W. Bush and confirmed by the U.S. Senate.   At the FCC he 
achieved bipartisan progress on issues including broadband expansion, widening access to the 
Internet and media diversity. 
 
Mary Crannell, President of Idea Sciences, Arlington County Information Technology Advisory 
Commission member, Arlington County resident 
 

Mary Crannell is president and founder of Idea Sciences, a 
company that helps organizations map strategy, leverage 
talent and transform organizational culture.  Mary’s 
organizational systems background coupled with her global 
work experience provide a robust backdrop for creating 
human and information systems that support the strategic 
goals of an organization. Idea Sciences offers "decision 
assurance" to enterprises -- government, non-governmental 
organizations, and commercial. Ms. Crannell serves as the 
Vice Chair on the Arlington County Information Technology 
Advisory Commission (ITAC) and is a member of the Kogod 
School of Business, Information Technology Executive 
Council.  Ms. Crannell is an adjunct professor at The George 
Washington University, and holds a M.A.T. from Colgate 

University and a B.A. from Eisenhower College of Rochester Institute of Technology. 
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Scott F. Midkiff, Vice President for Information Technology and Chief Information Officer at 
Virginia Tech 

 
Dr. Scott Midkiff serves as the Vice President for Information Technology 
and Chief Information Officer at Virginia Tech.  In this role, he has overall 
strategic and operational responsibility for the university’s IT infrastructure, 
IT services, enterprise systems, advanced research computing, teaching 
and learning with technology, identity management, and cybersecurity.  Dr. 
Midkiff is also a Professor in the Bradley Department of Electrical and 
Computer Engineering, where he has been on the faculty since 1986.  Dr. 
Midkiff received the B.S.E. degree in Electrical Engineering and Computer 
Science from Duke University (1979), the M.S. in Electrical Engineering 
from Stanford University (1980), and the Ph.D. in Electrical Engineering 
from Duke University (1985). 

 
 
 
Chris Rozycki, Chief Executive Officer of Potomac Fiber 
 

Chris is CEO and Founder of Potomac Fiber, LLC and a Broadband 
Entrepreneur with over 30 years of experience in the telecom/broadband 
sector. Born, raised, and educated in the Northern Virginia/DC area, he has 
a BA in Economics from Georgetown University and a MA in Economics from 
George Mason University.  Chris’s experience includes positions at AT&T, 
and with competitive Telcos and Broadband companies like TelCove, 
ITC^DeltaCom, and Carolina Broadband at the VP level. Most recently, he 
served as Director of Telecommunications for the State of South Carolina 
(ORS). He has helped launch new telecom companies and has testified as 
an expert telecommunications witness in 13 states.  

 
 
Brent Skorup, Senior Research Fellow in the Technology Policy Program at the Mercatus Center 
at George Mason University, Arlington County resident 

 
Brent Skorup is a Senior Research Fellow in the Technology Policy 
Program at the Mercatus Center at George Mason University. His 
research areas include wireless policy, new media regulation, 
telecommunications, and driverless cars. He serves on the FCC’s 
Broadband Deployment Advisory Committee and is the vice chair of the 
Competitive Access subcommittee. Brent has authored pieces for law 
reviews, National Affairs, The New York Times, The Chicago 
Tribune, Wired, Reuters, Reason, and elsewhere. 
Brent has a BA in economics from Wheaton College and a law degree 
from the George Mason University School of Law, where he was articles 
editor for the Civil Rights Law Journal. He was a legal clerk at the FCC’s 
Wireless Telecommunications Bureau and at the Energy and Commerce 

Committee in the US House of Representatives. Before joining Mercatus, he was the Director of 
Research at the Information Economy Project, a law and economics research center. 
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Deb Socia, Executive Director of Next Century Cities 
 
Deb Socia is the Executive Director of Next Century Cities, a nonprofit 
membership organization that strives to support community leaders across 
the country as they seek to ensure that all have access to fast, affordable, and 
reliable Internet.  More than 180 cities strong, Next Century Cities is 
committed to celebrating city successes, demonstrating the value of truly high-
speed broadband, and elevating the importance of next generation broadband 
as essential infrastructure. 
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Appendix IV 
ConnectArlington Smart Roads Sandbox  

Brent Skorup 
 

Proposal: Use ConnectArlington as a “Sandbox” for Smart-Road Startups and 
Companies 
 

Background 
“Smart roads” and “connected cars” are large and growing fields drawing investments from 
device companies, artificial intelligence companies, cellular operators, auto manufacturers, 
transportation startups, and national and state governments. Smart roads are data networks 
and roadside infrastructure that will power everything from infotainment (like WiFi in a moving 
car) to video recording of driving for insurance purposes to remote-controlled steering of 
driverless cars.1 Many connected applications can be provided via conventional 3G and 4G 
wireless networks, but companies are looking for roadside infrastructure and devices for 
dedicated, higher-bandwidth transportation uses. Fiber-connected poles and “street furniture”—
which ConnectArlington offers—allows companies to deploy roadside devices (like cameras and 
sensors) in order to test their applications. 
Providing supplementary information for driverless car systems, like the presence of road 
construction miles ahead, is one commonly-cited use of roadside units but there are others. 
Companies could test other vehicle-to-infrastructure uses. Currently, for instance, there is a split 
between “DSRC” and “cellular V2X” and no one knows which technology will become dominant 
(think: VHS-Betamax). Both technologies could benefit from more real-world testing. Roadside 
sensors could also be used for pushing real-time mapping updates, public transit improvements, 
or dynamic parking fees. Then there are more exotic purposes like remote-controlled steering of 
driverless cars when the driverless systems need assistance. 
 

I. Upsides 

ConnectArlington is a uniquely valuable opportunity.  
It’s the rare city that can offer ROW access, a fiber network, and an ITS network. A company 
focused on roadside device development probably won’t be turned off by ConnectArlington’s 
notable limitations. Transportation and smart road companies may view some of these 
limitations (a non-Internet connected network, few laterals, nodes around major roads but not in 
many residential areas, etc.) as a benefit. 
ConnectArlington, via its location, also offers “soft” factors to transportation startups and 
companies like high quality-of-life, proximity to DC and USDOT, and an educated workforce. 
Wide variety of potential users.  
This is a relatively new area for real-world testing so there are many companies and startups 
with possible interest, including device companies, ITS companies, auto companies, mapping 
companies, and artificial intelligence companies. There are some smart road testbeds and pilots 

                                                
1 https://spectrum.ieee.org/cars-that-think/transportation/self-driving/ces-2018-phantom-auto-
demonstrates-first-remotecontrolled-car-on-public-roads  
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in cities, including in Atlanta, Austin, and Singapore, but it is still early days for smart road 
applications. 
Federal funding available (possibly). 
There are at least two possible sources of federal funds for smart road infrastructure. Both the 
National Highway Performance Program2 and the Surface Transportation Block Grant Program3 
fund of “infrastructure-based” capital improvements to ITS systems like the one Arlington has. 
Richmond has encouraged cutting-edge transportation projects. 
Governor McAuliffe “spen[t] the last nine months of his term trying to make Virginia ‘the capital 
of automated vehicles’” and boasted last year of Virginia’s light-touch approach towards 
driverless cars.4 Arlington County could also leverage the acquired knowledge from the Virginia 
Tech Transportation Institute’s smart roads and “connected corridors” pilot programs5 and their 
experts (VTTI has over 475 employees). 
 

II. Downsides 

Privacy concerns from the public.  
Some drivers and pedestrians may oppose always-on cameras and sensors and data collection. 
Requires outreach to nontraditional commercial partners. 
There are many companies testing and investing in smart road technologies but it’s hard to 
know which ones most would be interested in real-world testing in a place like Arlington. Many 
companies are startups, and many are international and may be difficult to identify and vet. 
Novelty.  
Without consulting companies, it’s hard to know how much commercial interest 
ConnectArlington would attract. Further, many of these systems use cutting-edge technology 
and applications and there’s little precedent for the County to look to. 

 

                                                
2 National Highway Performance Program ($22.8 billion in FY 2017). Funding for: 

Infrastructure-based intelligent transportation systems capital improvements, including the 
installation of vehicle-to-infrastructure communication equipment. 

23 USC 119(d)(2)(L) 
3 Surface Transportation Block Grant Program ($11.4 billion in FY 2017). Funding for: 

Construction of . . . infrastructure-based intelligent transportation systems capital improvements, 
including the installation of vehicle-to-infrastructure communication equipment. 

23 USC 133(b)(1)(D) 
4 https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/trafficandcommuting/virginia-wants-to-steal-some-of-californias-
driverless-thunder/2017/04/23/a4bc6b54-206c-11e7-a0a7-
8b2a45e3dc84_story.html?utm_term=.89888df510ba  
5 https://www.vtti.vt.edu/facilities/virginia-smart-road.html  
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Appendix V 
 
Leveraging ConnectArlington to Reduce Commercial Vacancy Rates 

Analysis 
 

Background 
Arlington County has installed a fiber optic network for its own use, which includes fiber capacity 
designated for long-term expansion, but not currently required by the County.  This network is 
referred to as ConnectArlington.  The County has made the additional “excess” dark fiber 
capacity available to third parties and the business community (via licensing) to enable high-
speed, secure data transmission. The County anticipated that this dark fiber would support 
economic and community development.  To date, the current business model has not been 
effective in reaching ConnectArlington’s potential level of success. Ultimately, the goal is for 
Arlington County to be able to provide a platform for economic growth and innovation through 
ConnectArlington (CA). 
 
Arlington County Government’s Department of Economic Development (AED) is tasked with 
stimulating economic growth in the County by leveraging County features and services that 
make the area a competitive location that attracts and retains businesses. The trending high 
vacancy rate of commercial properties is generating a negative impact on the County’s tax 
revenue and causing AED to look for new and innovative ways to address the vacancy rate 
challenge.  
  
The connectivity infrastructure of an office building is critical to current and prospective tenants 
and they are generally willing to pay more for better broadband service. Universally, the 
message from tenants is clear: technological infrastructure and connectivity are far from 
afterthoughts – they’re priorities for companies seeking office space, now and in the future.    
As the County looks to lease excess dark fiber capacity on ConnectArlington to innovative and 
entrepreneurial Broadband Service Providers (“BSPs”) so they, in turn, can offer internet service 
and data connectivity over the ConnectArlington fiber network, there is also an opportunity to 
help these BSPs and AED find underserved commercial properties with strong candidate 
customers who occupy space in buildings that are not well served by competitive BSPs. These 
commercial property owners and their tenants could benefit from more choice in broadband 
service, diversity of options, redundant connectivity, and more responsive customer care.   
 
Overview 
The goal of this project was to identify commercial properties with high vacancy rates, large 
leasable square footage and few existing high-speed data service options that are also near the 
ConnectArlington fiber network. This information will be provided to AED and any BSP that 
licenses dark fiber over ConnectArlington.  The goals include identifying the commercial 
buildings (and their owners and tenants) near the county’s excess dark fiber and most in need 
of the additional connectivity options.  This data can be used to enable beneficial use of the 
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latent dark fiber asset while helping to reduce commercial vacancy rates and promoting an 
innovative technology economy in the County. 
Deliverables 

1. Compiled ConnectArlington fiber data and map 
2. Compiled commercial property data including use, size, age, leasable capacity, leased 

capacity 
3. Calculated proximity of all commercial properties to ConnectArlington fiber network (in 

estimated feet “as the crow flies” as a proxy for true distance/costs to connect) 
4. Analysis – list of properties that meet various criteria, ability to adjust the criteria 

 
Datasets Used 
• Commercial buildings, commercial use (e.g., office, retail), vacancy rate, total leasable 

square footage, total leased square footage, year built, owner, management company 
• Competitive (non-Verizon) fiber connectivity options for all commercial properties 
• ConnectArlington excess fiber capacity map/locations 
• Estimated distance, “as the crow flies”, to ConnectArlington dark fiber (calculated) 
 
 
Summary of Key Findings and Highlights 
• There are approximately 330 commercial office buildings in Arlington County 
• The average vacancy rate in these buildings is 19.1% (as of April 18, 2018), an increase 

from 18.1% in April 2017 
• Each 1% change in office vacancy rate equates to $ 3.4 million in annual tax revenue for 

Arlington County 
• 40 buildings have a vacancy rate of 40% or more 
• 60% of the 330 buildings have no competitive, fiber-based service provider options (i.e., 

they are only served by Verizon) 
Ø This 60% of buildings has an average vacancy rate of 38% 

• 25% of the 330 buildings have multiple (2 – 6) competitive fiber-based providers 
• Zayo is the largest “competitor” to Verizon and they have fiber connectivity to 66 buildings 
• Other competitors include:  Comcast (58 buildings connected), Pilot Fiber (51), Level 

3/CenturyLink (50), Atlantech Online (27), Fiberlight (19), Lightower/Crown Castle (18), 
Cogent (10), Windstream/Broadview Networks/cavalier (12), Cox (3), Yellow Fiber (3), RCN 
(1).  

• These commercial buildings are a median distance of approximately 217 feet from CA dark 
fiber, with the closest being approximately 12 feet away and the furthest being 
approximately 3,307 feet away 

 


